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 1. TURKEY - 
SYNOPSIS 





MEDIAN AGE





2020

Turkey has jumped 
27 places in the 
World Bank’s Ease 
of Doing Business 
Reports from 2018 
to 2020





%6.7 Q3 GROWTH IN 2020

%5.3 AVERAGE 
ANNUAL GROWTH 
2003-2019



































 320 billion cubic meters of natural gas in the Black 
Sea 





















TURKEY’S ENTERPRISING AND HUMANITARIAN FOREIGN POLICY 

- TFP: protect Turkey’s interests/sustainable peace and development in our 
neighborhood and beyond.  
- “Peace at Home, Peace in the World” Founder of our Republic Mustafa 
Kemal Atatürk 
- “Enterprising and Humanitarian Foreign Policy” that, in our President’s 
words, “reflects the enterprising spirit and humanitarian values of our nation.” 
- 248 diplomatic and consular missions. 5th largest diplomatic network globally. 
- The Asia Anew.  Comprehensive policy towards Asia and the Pacific, home to 
the rising powers of the 21st century. 
-Existing strategic relations. EU, NATO, US. 
-Turkey is a part of Europe. Founding member of almost all European 
institutions.





-Regional ownership and solutions for regional problems. The Black Sea 
Economic Cooperation Organization, the Southeast European Cooperation 
Process, and the Economic Cooperation Organization. The OIC, the Developing 
Eight (D-8), the Cooperation Council of Turkic Speaking States (Turkic 
Council), Asia Cooperation Dialogue and MIKTA (Mexico, Indonesia, Korea, 
Turkey, and Australia). 

-Cooperation and effective multilateralism. Active member of the G20. 
UN Security Council during 2009-2010 

-Conflict resolution and mediation. CO-chair the Friends of Mediation 
Groups at the UN, OSCE and the OIC. İstanbul Mediation Conferences.  r in the 
world, and the most generous country on the basis of per capita humanitarian 
spending.



-Compassionate power. Coronavirus pandemic, “a friend in need is a friend 
indeed.” Aid to 156 countries and 11 international organizations. Repatriated 
+100.000 Turkish citizens from 141 countries. 

-We encourage the active participation of our citizens living abroad in the 
political, economic, and social life of the countries.



-The Digital Diplomacy. Effective consular services. Public diplomacy. 



-Developmental and humanitarian aid programs. World Humanitarian 
Summit in Istanbul in 2016. Turkey is the largest humanitarian donor in the 
world, and the most generous country on the basis of per capita humanitarian 
spending. 

-The top refugee hosting country in the world. 4 million externally displaced 
people, approximately 3.6 million of whom are Syrians under temporary 
protection. 40 billion USD to provide aid and services to the Syrians. 



-FIGHT against common enemy: terrorism, ethnic or religious hatred, 
discrimination, extremism, xenophobia, anti-Islamic trends.   

-The UN Alliance of Civilizations: Turkey and Spain.











 2. MIDDLE 
CORRIDOR 
AND THE BELT 
AND ROAD 

Turkey: A Logistic Hub for the Modern Silk 
Road 



Modern Silk Road – One Belt-One Road (or BRI)

• The idea of reviving the ancient Silk Road in the form of China’s One Belt-
One Road Initiative: 

LAND ROUTES 
- New Eurasian Land Bridge 
- China-Mongolia-Russia Economic Corridor 
- China-Indochina Peninsular Economic Corridor 
- China-Pakistan Economic Corridor 
- China-India-Bangladesh-Myanmar Economic Corridor 
- China-Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor  
SEA ROUTES 
- Maritime Silk Road 
- («Polar Silk Road»)



Belt and Road Initiative and Turkey

• Turkey deems BRI as a «win-win» initiative and supports it. 

• Memorandum of Understanding signed between China and Turkey 
in November 2015 on “Aligning the Belt and Road Initiative and 
the Middle Corridor Initiative”, 

• Working Group expected to convene soon. 



First Chinese Freight Train to Europe via the Middle Corridor

• China Railways Express «Chang’an» 
Freight Train carrying electronic 
devices. 

• 850 meters long freight train loaded 
with a 42-TIRs-equivalent cargo  

• Departed from Xi’an and destined to 
Prag. 

• Reached in Ankara on 6 November 
2019, and then Istanbul in 12 days. 

• First freight train coming from China 
and going to Europe via the Middle 
Corridor (using BTK and Marmaray). 

• Reached its final destination in 18 
days. 







Turkey’s Vision for Regional Integrated Transport 
Corridors

• The shift of economic gravity towards emerging economies in Asia generates a 
continuous growth in the transport of goods between Asia and Europe.  

•2/3 of Far East’s total trade is with Europe. 

• Currently, annual total trade in goods between Europe and China reached 600 billion 
Euros. This figure is forecasted to double in ten years.  

•Turkey’s trade with Far East through Silk Road (East-West Corridor) will exceed 100 
billion USD by 2034.  

• Urgent need to develop safe, secure and efficient land connectivity including new 
intermodal transport opportunities for connecting the two continents. 



Turkey’s Vision for Regional Integrated Transport 
Corridors

• Land transport corridors* facilitate economic, social, financial, and human-to-human connectivity 
as well. 

• Development of transport corridors is more beneficial to a national economy than development of 
mere transport infrastructure.  

• Transport corridors encourage improvement of transport and logistics services and facilitation of 
trade. 

(*) An international transport corridor is “part of a national and international transport system, which 
maintains considerable international cargo and passenger transportation between certain geographic 
regions and all technological, organizational and legal conditions for such transportation” (UNECE 
Transport Division) 



Turkey’s ‘Regional Integrated Transport Corridors’ perspective focuses on: 

• Building a «Modern Silk Road» with dependable and viable alternative routes, 
• Promoting intermodal transport opportunities particularly on Trans-Caspian East-

West Middle Corridor,  
• Upgrading/development of transport infrastructure and improving links on the main 

axes by large-scale infrastructure projects with a corridor oriented perspective, 
• Removing bottlenecks especially on border crossings, simplification of procedures 

and removing administrative barriers, 
• Enhancing logistics and corridor management capacities, 
• Cooperation and coordination with enroute countries.

Turkey’s Vision for Regional Integrated Transport Corridors



Turkey:  A Logistic Hub for the Modern Silk Road

• Turkey aims to function as a logistics hub for the freight carried in Eurasia. 

• As a bridge between the three continents, it has a unique geographical 
location which provides access to Central Asia, Russia, the Middle East, and 
North Africa.  

• Within a four-hour flight radius, Turkey has access to: 
 - multiple markets with a combined population of 1,6 billion people,  
 - a combined GDP of 37,4 trillion USD, 
 - 7,5 trillion USD of foreign trade (~ half of the total global trade)





Turkey:  A Logistic Hub for the Modern Silk Road

•  Three main corridors in the 
Euro-Asia region in the east-west 
direction, namely Southern, 
Central and Northern Corridors. 

• Our national transport and 
e n e r g y i n f r a s t r u c t u r e 
development projects synergizes 
with international initiatives that 
aim to improve interconnectivity.

Indicative Map, Not Official



Euro-Asia Transport Corridors



EURASIAN CENTRAL CORRIDOR ROUTES*

(*) UNESCAP Study Report 2017: Compherensive Planning of Eurasian Transport Corridors



Euro-Asian Corridors Passing through Turkey





TRANS-CASPIAN EAST – WEST  
MIDDLE CORRIDOR



This corridor consists of two sections connecting Europe to China.  

• The first section extends from the western part of China to Kazakhstan, 
reaches up to Azerbaijan by crossing the Caspian Sea and Georgia 
through the Caucasus, and then reaches Turkey and Europe.  

• The second section is linked to China through Uzbekistan and Kyrgyzstan, 
then reaches up to Turkmenistan’s Turkmenbashi Port, again uses 
Caspian crossing to reach Azerbaijan, Georgia and Turkey to extend 
Europe.

Trans-Caspian East-West Middle Corridor



• Turkey is located in the Central Corridor which extends from the western part of China 
to Central Asia, Caspian Region and Europe

Indicative Map, Not Official



Operationalization of the Trans-Caspian East-West Middle 
Corridor

Indicative Map, Not Official



Turkey: A Logistic Hub for the Modern Silk Road

• Marmaray undersea rail project,  

• Istanbul Strait Third Bridge (Yavuz Sultan Selim),  

• Eurasia Tunnel  (Istanbul) 

• Osmangazi  Bridge connecting the İzmit Bay,  

• New İstanbul Airport 

• Three-Level Tube Tunnel Project (İstanbul), 

• 1915 Çanakkale Strait Bridge and related motorways,  

• Edirne-Kars High Speed Rail project,   

• Filyos, Çandarlı and Mersin ports



Logistics Master Plan (2019-2023 / 2023-2035)

Investment targets in logistics/transport (mainly railway sector) 
infrastructure: 

• 3 billion USD in 2020, 35 billion USD as of 2023, 94 billion USD as of 
2035. 

• 110 billion USD as of 2053.



Importance of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) Railway

Indicative Map, Not Official



Importance of the Baku-Tbilisi-Kars (BTK) Railway

• Total track length of the BTK railway is 840 km; 79 km in Turkey, 259 km in Georgia 
and 503 km in Azerbaijan. 

• Has an initial capacity of 1 million passengers and 6,5 million tons of cargo per year, 
to be increased to 3 million passengers and 17 million tons of cargo per year by 
2034. 

• Joining the Turkish national rail network in Kars, BTK has direct and uninterrupted 
access to the European rail network through Marmaray, the third Bosporus Bridge 
and the Three-Level Tube Tunnel in Istanbul in the near future.  

• To the East, BTK has access, over the Caspian Sea, Central Asia and China beyond.



CASPIAN   SEA

BLACK SEA

MEDITERRANEAN SEA 2017-2018

Construction of new port in 
Turkmenbashi

1st phase: 2018   
2nd phase: 2019   
3rd phase: 2021  

Construction of Baku International 
Sea Trade Port in Alyat

2017

Implementation of  
Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railroad that connects 

Azerbaijan-Georgia-Turkey railway system

Major infrastructure development projects
Trans-Caspian East-West Middle corridor

New logistic centers 
(Dostyk and Khorgos) 

Eastern gateway
2015-2016

2016-2018
Expansion of Aktau port

Construction of new  
port in Kuryk

2017

Construction of Zheskazgan-
Saksaulskaya-Beineu railroad

2014-2015

Construction of «Marmaray» 
railway tunnel in Istanbul

2004-2010

2014-2023

Renewal and expansion 
of fleet

Construction of «Yavuz S.Selim» 
Bridge in Istanbul (2012-2016) 

Eurasia Tunnel (2011-2016)



KAZAKHSTAN

TURKMENISTAN

GEORGIA

TURKEY

GREECE

ITALY

RUSSIA

RECENT SUCCESS STORIES BY TURKEY - GEORGIA - AZERBAIJAN

Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan 
oil pipeline

AZERBAIJAN

CASPIAN SEA

BLACK SEA

MEDITERRANEAN SEA

Baku

Ceyhan

Baku-Tbilisi-
Kars railwayTAP/TANAP gas 

pipeline

Alyat Port and Free 
Economic Zone

Trans-Caspian International 
Transport Route 

(Middle Corridor)

Aktau

Alyat Port and Free Economic Zone 
• operational since 2014 
• construction in 3 phases 
• Capacity upon completion – 21-25 million tons cargo + 

1 million TEU 

Baku-Tbilisi-Kars railway 
• operational since Oct 2017 
• capacity - 17 mln ton/annum

Baku-Tbilisi-Ceyhan oil pipeline 
• operational since May 2006 
• capacity – 50 mln ton/annum

TAP/TANAP gas pipeline 
• TANAP to be operational on June 2018 
• TAP to be operational in 2020 
• capacity – 10-20 bcm per annum

IRAN

Alyat

ENHANCING EAST-WEST CONNECTIVITY



Operationalization of the Trans-Caspian East-West 
Middle Corridor

Opportunities presented by the Middle Corridor: 

•  Brings a complementary route to the Northern and Southern Corridor as well as 
China’s Central Asia-West Asia Economic Corridor under the BRI, 

•  Great potential for the development of rail and multi-modal transport in Euro-Asia, 
providing connection between the North-South Corridor and East-West Corridor, 

•  Big market potential with a sizeable population, 
• 1.500-2.000 km shorter than the Northern Corridor, with favourable climatic 

conditions during winters, 
•  Presents faster and shorter connection to the West and Northern Europe through 

Aktau/Turkmenbashi-Baku/Alat-Baku-Tbilisi-Kars-İstanbul link 
• Maritime transport between China and Europe reduced from 45-62 days to 12-18 

days. 



Major Railway Projects on the Corridors



Baku-Tbilisi-Kars Railroad



Marmaray



Edirne-Kars High Speed Railway Project



Derince-Tekirdağ Ferry Operations



Rail Ferry: Van Lake Crossings



Turkish Railway Company (TCDD) Transportation

In long term, targeted transit cargo amount by railway via Turkey through East-West and North-South corridors 
is 20 million tonnes.



Logistics Centers

Number of logistics centers will reach 27 by 2035 and 29 by 2053. 



Large Scale Projects in Road Sector



Large Scale Projects in Road Sector



Large Scale Projects in Road Sector



Maritime Transport



Railway Connected Ports



Ro-Ro Lines



Civil Aviation

+ 427% 



Cooperation Mechanisms and Initiatives



International Association 
«Trans-Caspian International Transport Route» (TITR)





Istanbul New Airport







 3. TURKIYE 
SCHOLARSHIP 
PROGRAMME



Türkiye Scholarships is a government-funded, competitive scholarship 
program, awarded to outstanding students and researchers to pursue 
full-time or short-term program at the top universities in Turkey.

Türkiye Scholarships aims to build a network of future leaders 
committed to strengthening cooperation among countries and mutual 
understanding among societies.
 

Application Dates: 10 January – 20 
February 2021
 
What is unique about Türkiye Scholarships?
 
What makes Türkiye Scholarships unique is that it’s not only inclusive 
of financial support, tuition fee, accommodation and health insurance 
but also provides university placement and academic, social and 
cultural facilities to its awardees at all levels of higher education.
 
 
Programs and Levels of Study
 
Programs open for application are: Undergraduate and Postgraduate 
Programs
Applications will be open to applicants who wish to study at bachelor’s, 
master’s and doctoral levels.
Other programs such as Research Scholarships, Success 
Scholarships, and KATİP have different application periods and are 
announced regularly on our website and social media channels.



















































I invite Hong Kong students to explore the opportunities of studying in 

Turkey. In addition to current exchange programs, I recommend them to 

elaborate on full-time studying and Turkey scholarship program 

sponsored by the Government. We received 150 thousand applications 

in 2019 for Turkey scholarship. Türkiye Scholarships is a government-

funded, competitive scholarship program, awarded to outstanding 

students and researchers from all around the world to pursue full-time or 

short-term programs at the top universities in Turkey. Currently there are 

16 thousand scholarship holder and every year around 5.000 new 

scholarship is provided. 








